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SUST Campus Safety Regulations
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The university should maintain normal campus order, and

guarantee overseas students' normal study and life.
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Overseas students should comply with the moral rules

recognized by Chinese citizens, and the system of university

management, create and maintain civilized, clean, beautiful and

safe study and living environment. The students cannot indulge

in excessive drinking, fight, gamble, take drugs, or spread, copy

and sell illegal books, periodicals, and audiovisual products, or

have other behaviors violating safety administration regulations;

cannot participate in illegal pyramid scheme, or cult and

feudalistic superstition activities; and cannot engage in or

participate in any activities damaging social morality.
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Any organizations or individuals cannot carry out religious

activities in the university.
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Overseas students can participate in the student groups in

the university approved to be established by the university, and

such student groups should run within the scope of constitution,

laws, regulations, and university management system, and

accept the university's lead and management.
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While participating in work-study program, the overseas

students should comply with laws, regulations, and the

university and the employer's management system, and the

overseas students can only participate in the work-study

program in educational organizations.
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The activities such as meeting, parade, demonstration etc.

held by overseas students must be approved according to legal

procedure or relevant regulations, and the university will prevent

or stop the unapproved activities.
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The computer network used by overseas students should

conform to relevant network regulations of Chinese government

and the university, and they cannot enter illegal websites, or

spread harmful information.
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If riding a bike to enter the university gate, the student must

ride slowly and not pick up other people. Strictly prohibit riding

a bike after drinking, and the riding speed on campus cannot

exceed 5 kilometers/hour.
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Take care ofyour own vehicles. The students purchasing a

new vehicle must timely register it in relevant municipal and

district department and pay taxes, and those purchasing

second-hand vehicles must provide invoice, and transfer the

ownership.
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